
SMART HELMET
USER MANUAL

Motor 3

Wearing

Power on/Off

Pair With Device

Weather Info/News/FM radio/Voice call...

long press power 
button for 1.5 sec to 
power on device

long press power 
button for 4.5 sec to 
power off device

Hey，Motor

Voice assistant activated

Voice assistant activated

Voice assistant activated

Voice assistant activated

Hey，Motor

Hey，Motor

Play music/Stop music/Prev song/Volume up to 80%

Navigate to xxx/Navigate to nearest xxx

Weather info/News/FM radio/Voice call...

Say "mute mode" will stop the audio output function, Say 

"mute mode" again will restore the audio output function

Voice  wake  up  "Hi,  Motor" in  "mute mode" mode  will

terminate "mute mode" mode

Call XX/ Call 514XXX2468

Say “pick up the phone “ to answer incoming calls   

Say “hang up the phone “ to hang up the call

① Put the helmet on your head

② Make sure the strap fits under your chin

③ Lock the strap 

(LED indicator flashes, Voice 
prompt power on)

(pairing name: Motor 3)

(LED indicator light on for 2 
seconds then lights off, Voice
prompt power off )

(Some smart phones might need to open music app manually)

Phone Calls Procedure

Music Play Procedure

Navigating Procedure

Charging

Low power warning
When the battery power is lower than 10%
prompt warnning every 3 minutes

Plug Type-C charging cable

LED indicates charging status

Play XXX (Singer name/Song name)

Hey，Motor

Mute Mode

② turn on voice
assistant of your 
smart phone

③ short press power
button to activate smart
helmet

① search and pair
with your cellphone 
by bluetooth

Housing
It can be wiped with wet towel, But not with 
corrosive liquids such as alcohol

Goggle
Wipe with neutral detergent/Soft cotton cloth

Lining
It is forbidden to clean the lining on helmet. 
It needs to be disassembled, Cleaned and dried 
before use

LED Indicator Status
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Actions

Power on

Power off

Power off over range

Power off over time

Charging

Fully charged

Waiting for pair

Re-connected
Helmet and cellphone 
connected

LED
Red and blue light flashes
alternatively
Red and blue light flashes
alternatively

Blue light on

Blue light flashes

Red light on for 2 seconds

Red light on for 2 seconds

Red light on for 2 seconds

Red light on 

Red light off 

Product Specifications

Stereo A2DP, HFP, AVRCP, BLE, SPP

Polymer battery 1000 mah

Type-C

V5.1

10 meters

0.3W*2

-35dB to -41dB Sensitivity

AI voice assistant

Motor 3  smart helmet

Ambient noise is less than 80dB
Fixed noise and wind noise

DC 5V

About 2 hours

Outdoor

About 13 hours
(at 80% volume)

-10℃~45℃

15℃~65℃

IP6X

Cleaning&Maintenance

Pick up the Phone procedure

Voice Control

Ltem Name

Charging Cable

Wireless Version

Wireless Protocol

Working Range

Speaker

Microphone

Noise Reduction

Battery

Working Time

Working Scenario

Working Temperature

Storage Temperature

Water Proof

Charging Time

Charging Voltage


